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In this Issue-

"Children must be taught how to think,
not what to think."
                                ~Margaret Mead



Counsellor’s Chronicles

Softness is a quality that is generally incompatible with the power
quotient. It is believed that to be ‘powerful’, one needs to dispose
of the quality of being soft. It is an expensive distraction and 
may  lead to dilution of the original goal. However at times, it is 
in the power of softness that the true individual strength is
discovered .

The “SOFT” Power 



Not all soft things are weak, especially when we refer to the SOFT SKILLS
SET!
Soft skills refer to the character traits of an individual. It covers a wide
range of components from attitude to authenticity and empathy to
etiquette.



ADAPT TO OWN ADAPTABILITY!
 

In this issue, we look closely at the quality of adaptability or flexibility. 
In the increasingly demanding global scenario of education and
careers, it is crucial for every learner to develop a growth mindset.
Comfort zones and conventional choices point to stagnancy 
or limited opportunities, the ecosystem encourages the students and
future workers to adopt innovative and groundbreaking decisions. The
intention is to explore the unconventional and discover success or
create a legacy .



Journalism is a component of Mass Communications and can be
pursued at undergraduate and postgraduate levels. B.A. in
Journalism, B.A. in Mass Communications and BA in Film, Television
and New Media Production are popular choices. Apart from strong
interpersonal skills and a competent writing style, another
mandatory quality is a solid foundation of ethics and integrity.
Being tech savvy and courageous are qualitative additions
together with razor sharp analytical skills.

Focus
 The Influence of Media - Profile of a Journalist



ALUMNI EXPERT TALK
The second session of 2022 Alumni Talk held on 15th February witnessed
the exuberant Anukriti Goyal (IBDP -2016) deliver an insightful talk about
her evolution from a D.Y.Patil student to her current profile .
With a Master’s degree in Clinical Psychology, Anukriti is presently
working as a Teaching Assistant at FLAME University .

Ms.Anukriti G
oyal

IBDP-2016



In her presentation, one particular slide was an attention grabber. The
visual showed a receipt of the school brochure , it conveyed the
importance and the emotional association of Anukriti with D. Y. Patil
International School. She spoke extensively about the importance of
assignments, the discipline and opportunities that the school platform
offered and enabled her to build the necessary skills of research,
collaboration , communication and self-management. These are
priceless qualities that empowered her in her choice of academics and
career. Her cheerful personality and reality bytes forged an instant
connection with our learners, who reciprocated enthusiastically in the Q
& A segment .



Happy Reading!

Team DYPIS


